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DESCRIPTION

Bring positive change and attain the highest levels of success

Robin Crow has years of experience working in the trenches as an entrepreneur and business owner. Now he has put all that work at your disposal with his unique Seven Step Challenge. Presented as a call to action, Evolve or Die delivers optimistic solutions to become better than you were yesterday and realize abundance at every level for personal and professional growth. The method teaches

- Exceed expectations
- Gets things done
- 100% accountability
- Commit to continual improvement
- Boundless optimism
- Environmental responsibility
- Make a difference
Whether you're the CEO or cleaning the CEO's office, by following the author's program you'll be able to regain control, refocus, and bring positive change to attain the highest levels of success.
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**ABOUT THE AUTHOR**

Robin Crow *(Franklin, Tennessee)* is an author, speaker, entrepreneur, and one the world's most innovative guitarists. Robin appears to audiences of thousands throughout the world with his unique blend of speaking and musical performance. Crow knows what motivates, drives, and inspires people to be their best, but most importantly, he knows how to help people shift into high gear. Robin's expertise comes from 30 years in the trenches as an entrepreneur and business owner. Robin has forged a remarkable career as a national recording artist and entrepreneur. He has given over 2,000 presentations, published two books, and has appeared on hundreds of television programs. More information at robincrow.com
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